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g-alumina transforms to u-alumina and finally to a-alumina in the sequence of thermal dehydration of
boehmite. We report a detailed theoretical investigation of the g- to u-alumina transformation based on first-
principles density-functional calculations. Although the unit cells of cubic g-alumina and monoclinic
u-alumina look quite different, we have identified cells for both the polytypes ~with the composition Al16O24)
that look very similar and can be continuously transformed one to another. The transformation may be de-
scribed by a set of aluminum atom migrations between different interstitials while the oxygen atoms remain
fixed. Total-energy calculations along the paths of the atomic migrations have been used to map out possible
transformation pathways. The calculated conversion rate accurately predicts the experimentally measured
transformation temperature. The deduced orientation relationships between the g- and u-alumina forms also
agree with experimental observations. The formation of several different interfaces observed in domain bound-
aries of u-alumina may correspond to different migration paths of the aluminum atoms in neighboring domains
during the g- to u-alumina phase transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224104 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Kb, 81.30.Hd, 71.90.1qI. INTRODUCTION
g-alumina is an extremely important material in catalysis
because of its porous structure with fine particle size, high
surface area, and high catalytic surface activity. This material
is widely used as a catalyst, an adsorbent, and as a support
for industrial catalysts in hydrocarbon conversion1–5 ~petro-
leum refining!, alcohol dehydration,6–8 the oxidation of
organics,9–11 the catalytic reduction of automotive pollutants
such as nitric oxide (NOx), and the oxidation of carbon mon-
oxide ~CO! and hydrocarbons.12–14 The broad technological
importance of alumina has stimulated many investigations of
its physical and chemical properties ~see, e.g., Refs. 1–20!.
Normally, g-alumina is derived by thermal dehydration of
aluminum hydroxide precursors. A typical and well-known
sequence of dehydration reactions starts from boehmite ~g-
AlOOH! and ends with hexagonal a-alumina,
boehmite→g→d→u→a .
g-alumina is an intermediate product of this sequence of
reactions and is metastable. At elevated temperatures ~1000–
1100 °C!, undoped g-alumina transforms rapidly to the more
thermodynamically stable a-alumina phase. This process is
accompanied by a catastrophic loss of porosity via sintering,
and this fact negatively impacts the durability of g-alumina
when employed as a catalytic material. Stabilization of
g-alumina, therefore, is an extremely important industrial
and commercial problem. Clearly, an understanding of the
microscopic steps that comprise the mechanisms of the poly-
morphic phase transformations would be helpful in develop-
ing improved porous materials that could operate as catalysts
at high temperatures without transforming to the less porous
u and a forms. Although many experimental and theoretical0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224104~10!/$20.00 67 2241investigations have been carried out to understand the cata-
lytic properties of g-alumina, heretofore the nature of the
phase transformations in alumina has been very poorly un-
derstood, mostly because of poorly developed crystallinity in
these materials.15 Furthermore, the continuous nature of the
transformations between the forms during heating has made
it difficult to probe such fine and irregular structures by tra-
ditional analytical techniques. Though high-resolution elec-
tron microscopy can reveal the crystallographic relations be-
tween the phases and provide clues to the transformation
mechanisms, only a few high-resolution microscopy studies
of the polymorphic phase transitions in alumina have been
reported so far,19–23 and the mechanisms of these transforma-
tions are still unclear. Therefore, theoretical investigations of
the phase transitions in these materials that explain experi-
mental phenomena would be very helpful.
In a recent paper24 we demonstrated how the phase tran-
sition between g- and u-alumina may be investigated by us-
ing first-principles calculations and redefined unit cells. To
the best of our knowledge, there was only one previous the-
oretical work related to the g- to u-alumina transformation,
which was reported by Levin and co-workers.16,23 They were
trying to elucidate possible transformation paths using sym-
metry relationships and proposed a sequence of intermediate
structures with different space groups that characterize the
phase transition. They concluded that only aluminum atoms
are reordered in such a transformation. Here we present a
detailed atomistic description of the transformation from g-
to u-alumina. The mechanism described here predicts cor-
rectly the observed orientation relationship between g- and
u-alumina, and naturally explains the origin of observed in-
terfaces in domain boundaries in u-alumina. The calculated
rate of the thermal conversion between the two structures
based on the proposed transformation mechanism is in an
excellent agreement with the well-established experimental
value.©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
CAI, RASHKEEV, PANTELIDES, AND SOHLBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
our computational approach in detail. Section III contains the
description of the main calculations and results as well as a
comparison of some predicted properties with the available
experimental results. The central conclusions are summa-
rized in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The theoretical results are based on density functional
theory25 calculations employing the PW91 generalized gra-
dient approximation ~GGA! to the exchange-correlation
energy,26,27 as described in the review by Payne et al.28 and
coded in CASTEP. The electron-ion interactions were de-
scribed by ultrasoft pseudopotentials.29 We used a plane
wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 380 eV to construct
the ~valence! electronic wave functions. A number of test
calculations indicated that 380 eV is sufficient to obtain con-
vergence in both the total energy differences and the geom-
etries for the investigated systems. Integrations over the Bril-
louin zone employed a grid of k-points with a spacing of
0.1/Å chosen according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme.30
Geometry optimization was considered to be converged
when the difference of total energies between the last itera-
tions did not exceed 2.031025 eV/atom, and the rms ~root
mean square! displacement of atoms, the rms force on atoms,
and the rms of the stress tensor were not higher than 1.0
31023 Å, 5.031022 eV/Å, and 1.031021 Gpa, respec-
tively. Vibrational frequencies of Al atoms were estimated in
the harmonic approximation by diagonalizing the mass-
weighted Cartesian force constant matrix for small displace-
ments of the atom in question.31 The Cartesian force con-
stants were calculated numerically from the second
derivatives of the total energy E of the investigated configu-
ration as follows:
]2E
]x2
’@E~x1Dx !22E~x !1E~x2Dx !#/~Dx !2, ~1!
]2E
]x]y
’
@E~x1Dx ,y1Dy !2E~x1Dx ,y2Dy !
2E~x2Dx ,y1Dy !1E~x2Dx ,y2Dy !]Y(4DxDy),
~2!
where x and y are arbitrary independent Cartesian nuclear
coordinates. The step size for the numerical differentiation
was taken as Dx5Dy50.01 Å. The symmetry of the force
constant matrix results in the requirement of sampling the
total energy at 19 geometries. The theory and computational
approach employed to determine the kinetics of aluminum
migration in the bulk of alumina will be described in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. g-alumina
g-alumina has been described as a defect spinel structure
~space group Fd 3¯ m).15,32–35 Aluminum cations are distrib-22410uted over the octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral (Td) interstitial
sites ~Wyckoff positions 16d and 8a , respectively! defined
by the face-centered-cubic ~fcc! oxygen anion sublattice. 8/3
cation vacancies per cubic unit cell ~one vacancy in every
nine cation sites! are required to maintain the Al2O3 stoichi-
ometry. Some studies have suggested a preference for alumi-
num cations in 8a positions,18,36–41 whereas other studies
supported the opposite conclusion.18,35,40,42–46 There are also
reports that suggest that Al can also occupy nonspinel
sites.34,46,47 27Al NMR experiments show that 7062% of
aluminum cations occupy octahedral interstitial sites,48 in
agreement with the value of 7564% reported earlier by John
et al. in elegant temperature dependent experiments.49 In
practice, the vacancies are distributed in different sites of the
cation sublattice. In this study, we assume that Al cations are
distributed in 16d and 8a sites.
In order to investigate g-alumina theoretically, one needs
a unit cell with an integer number of vacancies and integer
number of primitive formula units. Starting from a defect-
free cubic spinel structure (AB2O4), there are multiple ways
to construct a g-alumina cell satisfying the above require-
ments. Here we define a unit cell Al18O24 (Al6Al12O24 in the
spinel notation! @Fig. 1~a!# in terms of the basis vectors of its
cubic cell ag , bg and cg , such that
agN51.5ag10.5bg , ~3!
bgN520.5bg10.5cg , ~4!
cgN520.5bg20.5cg , ~5!
FIG. 1. ~a! Al16O24 cell of g-alumina defined by agN51.5ag
10.5bg , bgN520.5bg10.5cg , and cgN520.5bg20.5cg . Two of
the 18 aluminum sites shown should be vacancies. ~b! Al16O24 su-
percell of u-alumina defined by auN5au2bu , buN52bu , cuN5cu ,
and the translation of cell origin ~black spheres: oxygen; white
spheres: aluminum!. The similarity between them can be easily
seen.4-2
PHASE TRANSFORMATION MECHANISM BETWEEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!TABLE I. Optimized energies of g-alumina with different vacancy configurations relative to u-alumina.
Vacancy sites
Pure Td Pure Oh
15,18 15,17; 16,18 15,16; 16,17;
17,18
1,7; 1,8;
2,7; 2,8
2,6; 2,9;
6,9
1,6; 1,9 6,7; 6,8;
7,9; 8,9
1,2; 7,8
d ~Å! 6.57 5.60 3.43 6.26 5.60 4.85 2.80 2.80
DE (eV/Al2O3)a 0.35 0.54 0.57 0.15 0.32 0.24 0.52 0.70
aDE5E(g)2E(u).where agN, bgN, and cgN are the unit vectors of the redefined
cell. This is one of the smallest cells satisfying the require-
ments. The two vacancies can then be assigned to any two of
the 18 cation sites to satisfy the Al2O3 stoichiometry. The
lattice parameters of this newly defined cell Al16O24 ~cell
gN) can be calculated from the lattice parameters of cubic
g-alumina according to the above relationships between the
two sets of unit vectors. When ag57.918 Å, agN
512.519 Å, bgN5cgN55.599 Å, agN590°, and bgN5ggN
5102.92°. Clearly, bgN and cgN are equivalent.
First-principles calculations performed for the cell gN
show that the total energy depends on the distribution of the
two vacancies. Here we consider configurations with Oh ~or
Td) vacancies only. The possible 16d (8a) sites in g-alumina
that are unoccupied in the model A of u-alumina @see follow-
ing sections and Fig. 3~a!# are the 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9 ~15, 16,
17, and 18! sites @Fig. 1~a!#. All configurations are fully re-
laxed, including atomic positions and cell dimensions. Five
~three! different energies exist for different combinations of
Oh (Td) vacancy sites, ~see Table I!. As shown in Fig. 2, the
energy increases with decreasing distance between the two
vacancy sites, i.e., the lower energy states correspond to the
more widely separated vacancies, in agreement with the con-
clusion of Wolverton and Hass.18,41 The slightly lower en-
ergy of the configuration with vacancies on sites 1,6 com-
pared to that of sites 2,6 is due to more significant relaxation
for atoms near vacancies. The energy difference between the
optimized lowest and highest energy configurations is
0.55 eV/Al2O3 , in reasonably good agreement with
0.33 eV/Al2O3 reported earlier from calculations using a
similar computational method.18 Small deviations of this
value may arise from different geometries of the cells used in
the calculations. The energy of the lowest energy configura-
FIG. 2. Energy variation of optimized structure of g-alumina
relative to that of u-alumina with vacancy separation.22410tion with two Oh vacancies (gN2Oh) is 0.20 eV/Al2O3
lower than the lowest energy configuration with two Td va-
cancies (gN2Td), agreeing well with 0.24 eV/Al2O3 re-
ported earlier.41 The vacancies of gN2Oh locate on the
$11¯1¯ %gN ~i.e. $110%g) planes, in agreement with both the
high resolution electron microscopy ~HREM!
observations44,45 and theoretical calculations.18
B. u-alumina
u-alumina is one of the few aluminas with well-known
structure. It is reported to possess a monoclinic symmetry
with the space group C2/m . There are 20 ions ~four formula
units! per unit cell with all of the ions located at 4i Wyckoff
positions.34,35,50,51 The aluminum cations occupy four octa-
hedral and four tetrahedral interstitials of the oxygen sublat-
tice. Starting from the structure reported by Zhou et al.,34 the
total energy of optimized u-alumina is 0.15– 0.70 eV/Al2O3
lower than that of g-alumina with pure Td or Oh vacancies,
depending on which vacancy distribution is assumed for
g-alumina ~Table I!.
C. Models of u-alumina constructed from g-alumina
Although g- and u-alumina have quite different structures
~cubic and monoclinic symmetry, respectively!, both of their
oxygen anion sublattices are fcc, with aluminum cations oc-
cupying a portion of the available octahedral and tetrahedral
interstices. Naturally, it is supposed that the phase transition
of g- to u-alumina occurs by the migration of aluminum
cations between the Oh /Td interstitial sites available in the
oxygen anion sublattice, which does not change appreciably
during the g- to u-alumina transformation.16
Examining the u structure carefully, we found that its
primitive unit cell can be doubled to a cell with a shape very
similar to that of gN @cell uN , Fig. 1~b!# by using new unit
vectors
auN5au2bu , ~6!
buN52bu , ~7!
cuN5cu , ~8!
where au , bu , and cu are the basis vectors of u-alumina, auN,
buN, and cuN are the unit vectors of the uN supercell. Based
on the experimental structure data and the above unit
vector relationships,34 auN512.20 Å, buN55.808 Å, cuN4-3
CAI, RASHKEEV, PANTELIDES, AND SOHLBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!TABLE II. Comparison of structural parameters of u-alumina.
Method
a
~Å!
b
~Å!
c
~Å!
a
~°!
b
~°!
g
~°!
DEa
(eV/Al2O3)
d¯ (AlOh-O)
~Å!
d¯ (AlTd-O)
~Å!
Expt.b 12.20 5.808 5.622 90 103.4 103.8 — 1.948 1.760
Expt.c 12.16 5.812 5.625 90 103.7 103.8 — — —
Expt.d 12.15 5.820 5.621 90 103.4 103.9 — — —
Expt.b ~opt! 12.13 5.733 5.532 90.00 103.5 103.7 0 1.909 1.737
Model A ~opt! 12.20 5.727 5.529 89.85 103.7 103.8 20.002 1.912 1.738
Model B ~opt! 12.22 5.719 5.529 89.90 103.6 103.8 0.0006 1.911 1.738
FLAPW ~LDA!e,f 12.12 5.820 5.591 90 103.7 103.9 — — —
VASP ~LDA!e,f 12.01 5.762 5.568 90 103.7 103.9 — — —
VASP ~GGA!e,f 12.23 5.858 5.657 90 103.6 103.9 — — —
HFf,g 12.05 5.824 5.621 90 103.5 104.0 — 1.918 1.770
aDE5Eexp2Ecal .
bReference 34.
cReference 50.
dReference 51.
eReference 18.
fLattice symmetry is kept unchanged during optimization.
gReference 52.55.622 Å, auN590°, buN5103.4°, and guN5103.8°, as
listed in Table II. Other experimental values are also con-
verted according to the same relationships and listed in Table
II for comparison. Clearly, the parameters of the gN-alumina
unit cell are very close to those of uN-alumina. The auN, buN,
and cuN correspond to agN, bgN, and cgN, respectively. The
oxygen sublattice of uN-alumina may be adjusted to one
similar to the oxygen sublattice of gN-alumina by translating
the origin of the new cell. The essential difference between
gN and uN is, therefore, only in the distribution of Al atoms
in the interstices among the fcc oxygen sublattice. The strik-
ing similarity between the structures can be seen in Fig. 1.
If Al atoms are assumed to move only to the adjacent
unoccupied Td or Oh sites, there are two different transfor-
mation schemes that transform the gN cell into a unit cell
similar to uN . These two schemes give us two ways to con-
vert the cell gN into a model of uN .
Scheme A: Keep two 8a and six 16d aluminum atoms at
their original positions ~assuming that there are no vacancies
in these sites!, and move the remaining eight aluminum at-
oms to two 16c and six 48f sites @below we refer the product
of this scheme as model A; see Fig. 3~a!#.
Scheme B: Keep two 16d aluminum atoms. All the 14
other aluminum atoms move to six 16c , two 8b and six 48f
sites @below we refer the product of this scheme as model B;
see Fig. 3~b!#.
Ignoring the slight distortion of the oxygen sublattice, the
models A and B are translationally equivalent, with the trans-
lation vector R5cgN/2 ~Fig. 3!. Each of the models A and B
can be constructed in three equivalent ways. The three vari-
ants of the model A ~or B! can be approximately ~owing to
the slight distortion of oxygen sublattice! generated from one
of them by applying translation with the vectors R5agN/6
2bgN/61cgN/3 and R5agN/31bgN/612cgN/3. If the frac-
tional coordinate of the oxygen anions in g-alumina is taken
to be 0.375 instead of the practical value 0.387,33 the result-22410ing u models can be simplified to Al8O12 with structure simi-
lar to u-alumina reported experimentally (a8512.202 Å,
b852.799 Å, c855.599 Å, a85g8590°, b85103.26°).
Based on the relationship of lattice axes between the
gN-alumina and g-alumina unit cells, the orientation rela-
tions between the g-alumina and the u-alumina models ~no
matter simplified or not! can be deduced to be
@010#ui@01¯1#g and (100)ui(100)g . According to the lattice
symmetry, they are exactly equivalent to the experimental
results of @010#ui@110#g and (100)ui(001)g .16,23
First-principles total-energy calculations and full geom-
etry optimizations have been carried out for the two u mod-
els described above and the experimental u-alumina
structure.34 The geometric parameters and the related total
energies are listed in Table II. Upon optimization, the two
model structures and the experimental structure yield essen-
tially identical structures. The cell parameters differ by less
than 1%, and are consistent with earlier theoretical
calculations.18,52 Energy differences are within
0.002 eV/Al2O3 . The symmetries of the optimized structures
of the two models and the experimental u-alumina structure
are all C2/m within the limits of accuracy of the calculations.
Average Al-O bond lengths are also very similar. ~See Table
II.! In general, all of these results indicate that the model
structures considered above are equivalent to the experimen-
tal u-alumina structure within the accuracy of the optimiza-
tion procedure.
D. Transformation mechanism
Five possible nonequivalent fundamental steps exist for
the migration of an Al cation in g-alumina from its original
interstitial site to a neighboring interstitial to form
u-alumina: ~i! 8a to 16c , ~ii! 16d to 48f , ~iii! 8a to 48f ~iv!
16d to 16c , and ~v! 16d to 8b ~only for the scheme B!.
According to Fd 3¯ m symmetry, a 16c interstice has two
nearest neighboring 8a sites. Every 48f site has one 8a and4-4
PHASE TRANSFORMATION MECHANISM BETWEEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!FIG. 3. ~Color! Two u models produced from g-alumina by
different transformation schemes: ~a! Model A. ~b! Model B. For
easier comparison, two unit cells are shown. Note the translational
relationship R5cu/2 between the two models.22410two 16d nearest neighbors. An 8b site has four adjacent 16d
sites. Therefore, there are two, three, and four strong Al-Al
repulsive interactions due to short Al-Al distance ~shorter
than 2.0 Å, hereafter called an Al-Al bond! for an aluminum
atom in a 16c , 48f and 8b site, respectively, when no cation
vacancies exist nearby.
In order to describe the overall phase transformation, we
begin with calculations of intermediate configurations based
on the motion of individual Al atoms. We then calculate the
barriers of the individual steps and make some predictions
for the kinetics of the phase transformation. First, let us con-
sider the migration of one aluminum atom. The energy dif-
ference between the states before and after an aluminum
moves depends on the initial and final positions of the mov-
ing atom as well as on the proximity of vacancies. The latter
factor not only determines whether ~and how many! strongly
repulsive Al-Al bonds will be formed, but also the strength
of the Al-O bonds that are broken and/or formed. Since the
distribution of cation vacancies is uncertain,18 here we con-
sider three situations: ~I! No 8a/16d vacancies exist near the
initial and final positions of the moving atom, i.e., all the
oxygen atoms bound to the migrating aluminum atom and
around the destination are four coordinated before the Al
migration, and as many Al-Al bonds are formed as possible
after the motion occurs. In this case, the influence of vacan-
cies on the migration process can be ignored. ~II! One
8a/16d vacancy is located near the destination of the moving
atom thereby avoiding a stronger Al-Al repulsive interaction.
The other vacancy is put far away from the initial and final
positions of the moving atom so that its influence can be
ignored. ~III! Two 8a/16d vacancies are located in the vicin-
ity of the final position of the moving atom so that one more
Al-Al bond can be eliminated. In all the cases, the vacancies
are all assigned to the sites unoccupied in model A ~or B for
the migration to 8b site!. The calculated energies with the
initial and final positions of migrating atoms, and the loca-
tions of vacancies are listed in Table III.TABLE III. The energy variations caused by the migration of one aluminum atom per Al16O24 cell (eV/Al16O24).a
~I! ~II! ~III!
Vac Dir DE Vac Dir DE DEo Vac Dir DE DEo
8a to 16c 1,15 17-8A 10.16 ~1! 15,18 16-7A 1.22 ~0! 1.12 ~0! 6,15 16-7A 20.99 ~0! 16 relax to 7Ab
16d to 48f 1,14 9-5A 13.23 ~2! 1,8 9-5A 5.28 ~1! 0.65 ~0! 8,17 9-5A 21.19 ~0! 16 toward 3Bb
8a to 48f 2,15 17-6A 17.48 ~2! 2,7 16-4A 9.07 ~1! 4A back to 16c 7,9 17-6A 20.48 ~0! 18 relax to 8Ac
16d to 16c 1,13 7-7A 17.86 ~2! 1,15 7-7A 7.98 ~1! 7A relax to 15c 15,16 7-7A 0.86 ~0! 6 relax to 3Ac
16d to 8b 17,18 3-14B 23.03 ~3! 2,18 3-14B 11.82 ~2! 14B relax to 2c 2,4 3-14B 7.10 ~1! 1.13 ~0!
aDE5E2E0 , where E0 and E are the energies of frozen initial and final configurations, respectively. DEo5Eo2E0
o
, where E0
o and Eo are
the energies of relaxed initial and final configurations, respectively. ‘‘Vac’’ indicates the locations of vacancies in initial configuration, ‘‘Dir’’
indicates the initial and final positions of migrating atoms, both refer to the labels of Figs. 1~a! and 3. Data in parentheses of DE and DEo
columns indicate the number of Al-Al bonds in the final configuration.
bResulting from initial configuration.
cResulting from final configuration.4-5
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ous different cases, total energy calculations without struc-
tural relaxation were first carried out. The results show that
the energy differences are all very large due to strong Al-Al
repulsive interactions when no vacancies are around the des-
tination. The energy differences decrease when the number
of Al-Al bonds decreases. In case ~III!, some of the energy
differences are negative, i.e., the final states are more stable
than the initial ones. Thermodynamically spontaneous relax-
ation may occur in such cases. Based on these results, full
optimization was performed for cases ~II! and ~III!. In case
~III!, we find barrier-free relaxation of the 8a Al to the 16c
site for the initial configuration of 8a to 16c , similar to the
result reported by Wolverton and Hass.18 For the initial state
of 16d to 48f , the 8a Al close to two vacancies goes toward
a 16c site ~deviation from 16c site is 0.58 Å! after relaxation.
The movement of an Al atom leads to the production of a
new vacancy, which in turn gives rise to the migration of
another Al atom, such as the cases of the final states of 8a to
48f and 16d to 16c . For 8a to 48f , the energy decrease
reported with frozen structure is about 0.094 eV/Al2O3 ,18
which is close to our 0.48 eV/Al16O24 . This spontaneous re-
laxation may be the reason for the occupation of non-spinel
sites found in some x-ray and neutron refinements of g- and
h-alumina.34,46,47 For those structures without great change
during geometry optimization, the strong Al-Al repulsive in-
teractions also push Al atoms apart from each other in the
relaxed structures, thus decreasing the energy @e.g., 16d to
8b in case ~III!, and 8a to 16c and 16d to 48f in case ~II!#.
In case ~I!, the aluminum atoms in 48f sites move back to a
16d site after geometry optimization of the final state of 16d
to 48f . While for case ~II!, the 48f Al tends to return to 8a
site ~0.75 Å from 8a) for the final state of 8a to 48f ; 16c Al
relaxes to a 8a site for the final state of 16d to 16c , and 8b
Al relaxes to a 16d site for the final state of 16d to 8b due to
the repulsion of the nearby Al atom.
Case ~III! appears to provide the easiest route for alumi-
num migration, some steps of which may even happen spon-
taneously. As shown in Table I, however, there is an Al va-
cancy ordering tendency with widely separated vacancies
being lower in energy than near-neighboring vacancies.18 Al-
though the distribution of vacancies is practically determined
by the process of thermal treatment, the energetic preference
for widely separated vacancies renders the occurrence of two
Al-vacancies located close to each other statistically improb-
able in a stable g phase. Furthermore, more than two vacan-
cies per gN cell are required if the transformation of g- to
u-alumina is completely due to case ~III!, which is inconsis-
tent with the stoichiometry. Therefore, the transformation of
g- to u-alumina most probably starts from the migration of
aluminum atoms with one vacancy nearby @case ~II!#.
As the energy cost of moving atoms depends on the loca-
tions of vacancies and the destinations, we took the lowest
energy configuration gN2Oh ~vacancy sites: 2 and 7! as a
start, and moved Al atoms to their destinations one by one to
determine the lowest-energy intermediate states of scheme A.
First, we tried moving each Al atom whose movement is
required for the full transformation ~atoms 1, 6, 8, 9, 15, 16,
17, and 18! to all of its possible destinations (16c or 48f !.22410From the energy differences between the initial and final
configurations, we selected the lowest energy intermediate
state. From this new state we continued the transformation
by identifying the lowest energy displacement of a new Al
atom until the model A structure was obtained. Total energy
calculations were carried out first to identify the possible
intermediate candidates at each step. Their structural param-
eters were then optimized except the lattice parameters ~full
relaxation gave similar results!. The lowest energy sequence
to complete the g- to u-alumina transformation was found to
be six steps: ~1! 6→3A , ~2! 9→6A , ~3! 16→4A , ~4! 15
→7A , ~5! 1→2A , and ~6! 18→1A . 17→8A and 8→5A
were accomplished spontaneously accompanying the sixth
step ~Fig. 4!. The calculated energies of intermediate states
relative to gN2Oh are indicated in Fig. 5.
On the basis of the above transformation sequence, we
searched for the transition states between adjacent interme-
diates by successively fixing the position of the migrating
atom and one of the atoms far away from it and relaxing all
other atoms. ~The second atom was chosen to be an atom
that does not appreciably change its position in the initial and
final intermediates. This prevents ‘‘sliding’’ of the entire unit
cell.! The results are shown in Fig. 5. Step ~4! is the rate-
controlling step as its precursor is the highest energy inter-
mediate with the highest energy peak to surmount.
As is the case in any chemical process involving a suc-
cession of increasingly energetic intermediates, the relative
populations of the intermediates that precede the rate-
controlling barrier depend on the temperature. As the tem-
perature is increased, successively higher energy intermedi-
ates become populated. At sufficiently high temperature, the
highest energy intermediate achieves appreciable population
and formation of the product begins at a rate controlled by
the barrier.
There are three factors that determine the rate at which a
step takes place: the frequency with which reactant ap-
proaches the top of the barrier ~transition state!, the popula-
tion of the reactant, and the probability that the reactant has
sufficient energy to surmount the barrier. The rate is then
given by
r5n f r~E.DE !, ~9!
where n is the vibrational frequency corresponding to small
oscillations around the equilibrium of the reactant structure, f
is the population of the reactant, and r(E.DE) is the prob-
ability that the system has an energy greater than DE . The
harmonic vibrational frequencies of the intermediate precur-
sor to step ~4! were calculated to be 2981, 3521, and 3839
cm21. Therefore, 3000 cm21 was used to estimate the reac-
tion rate of step ~4!. ~The overall rate depends only linearly
on n but exponentially on DE , so small errors in the fre-
quency have little impact on the predicted rate.! The prob-
ability r(E.DE) can be derived from the Boltzmann distri-
bution. The Boltzmann distribution expresses the fraction of
the number of particles ~N! with energy E relative to the
number of particles (N0) with zero energy:
N
N0
5e2E/kT, ~10!4-6
PHASE TRANSFORMATION MECHANISM BETWEEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!FIG. 4. ~Color! Lowest energy transformation sequence of g-alumina to u-alumina by scheme A. Different color spheres represent oxygen
atoms and aluminum atoms at different Wyckoff positions as indicated in Fig. 3.here k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
Normalizing this distribution so that
E
0
‘
N~E !dE51, ~11!
we obtain
N~E !5
1
kT e
2E/kT
. ~12!22410Therefore, the probability r(E.DE) can be obtained from
the integration of the above expression at the desired tem-
perature
r~E.DE !5
1
kT EDE
‘
e2E/kTdE5e2DE/kT. ~13!
This form of rate analysis is well known from the nuclear
decay theory53 and has been successfully applied to compute4-7
CAI, RASHKEEV, PANTELIDES, AND SOHLBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!the kinetics of hydrogen mobility in aluminas.54 For step ~4!,
DE is 0.39 eV.
Assuming that quasiequilibria among the reactant and in-
termediates that precede the rate-controlling step are
achieved, one can employ the Boltzmann statistics to esti-
mate the population of the intermediate precursor to the rate-
controlling step,
f 5 e
2E3 /kT
( i50
3 e2Ei /kT
, ~14!
where Ei is the energy of the species i. The summation cov-
ers all the species that precede step ~4!. A pseudo-first-order
kinetic description was then applied to this six-step se-
quence.
The temperature range of stability of the u-alumina de-
pends, among other factors, on the crystallinity of the initial
material, on the presence of impurities, and on the thermal
treatment procedure. Typically, it is about 1200–1300 K in
the dehydration of boehmite.15 The predicted rate for the key
step i54 at 1300 K is r51.7631025 s21, implying that
about 11 h are required for half of the reactants to surmount
the barrier in the reaction step ~4! @(12r)t50.5# . This re-
action time is in excellent agreement with published experi-
mental results ~2–10 h!.22,34,50
Let us briefly consider the transformation scheme B. Table
III shows that the energy increase accompanying the migra-
tion of Al(16d) to an 8b site is much higher than those of
Al(16d) to 48f or 16c sites, which makes scheme B ener-
getically less favorable than the scheme A. Furthermore, 14
atoms need to be reordered to complete the g- to u-alumina
transformation by scheme B ~instead of 8 atoms in the
scheme A!, rendering it statistically less probably as well.
Therefore, for the same initial configuration, the transforma-
tion by the scheme B is much slower than the transformation
by the scheme A. Of course, due to the statistical distribu-
tions of Al vacancies, numerous Al migration paths are pos-
sible, thus forming the variants of models A and B in differ-
ent domains. This is consistent with the observed formation
of twins and interfaces in u-alumina.22,23
E. Formation of domain boundaries
Both translational and rotational domain boundaries have
been observed experimentally. The observed translational in-
FIG. 5. Energy profile along the reaction pathway. The energy
barriers for each step and the energies for each intermediate relative
to the starting reactant are indicated.22410terfaces are reported to correspond to the translation vectors
R5cu/2 and R5au/3.22,23 Based on above discussion, we see
that the formation of translational interface with R5cu/2 can
be explained by ordering cations through schemes A and B
respectively in neighboring domains @Fig. 6~a!#.23 However,
the translational interface with R5au/3 seems to be incom-
pletely identified.23 According to the translational relation-
ships between the variants of the u models mentioned above,
there are four other possible interfaces, with the vectors R
5agN/62bgN/61cgN/3, R5agN/62bgN/62cgN/6, R5agN/3
1bgN/612cgN/3 and R5agN/31bgN/61cgN/6. Taking into
account that agN5au2bu , bgN52bu , and cgN5cu , these
relationships can be converted into R5au/62bu/21cu/3,
au/62bu/22cu/6, R5au/312cu/3, and R5au/31cu/6.
Therefore, we suggest that the observed one is actually R
5au/31cu/6, with the cu/6 value too small to be observed
~near resolution limits! @Fig. 6~b!#. The rotational interface
on the (001)g planes can be obtained by the 180° rotation of
the bgN and cgN axes around agN, i.e., auN8 5agN, buN8 5
2bgN, cuN8 52cgN ~in other word, au85au , bu852bu , cu85
2cu) in a neighboring domain @Fig. 6~c!#. In such case the
rotational interface is on (100)u planes. Because
(100)ui(100)g in our models, the interface on (100)u planes
FIG. 6. ~Color! Models of translational and rotational interfaces
in u-alumina: ~a! Translational interface with R5cu/2. ~b! Transla-
tional interface with R5au/31cu/6. ~c! Rotational interface with bu
and cu rotates 180° around au .4-8
PHASE TRANSFORMATION MECHANISM BETWEEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224104 ~2003!is equivalent to the interface on (100)g planes.23 The inter-
face of the twinning structures reported by Wang et al.22 ac-
tually includes both the rotational and translational compo-
nents.
Levin and co-workers proposed a chain of maximal sym-
metry group/subgroup relation that connects the crystal
structures of g- and u-alumina to explain the transformation
process.16,23 To introduce 3/2ag for a lattice vector of
u-alumina, they suggested that the process must proceed
through disordering of the g form to a simple fcc structure
with ag reduced by 2, and subsequent reordering with a
threefold increase of the lattice parameter. This means that
all the Oh ~d and c! and Td ~a, b, and f ! cation sites should
first become equivalent as required by a fcc structure. Our
study shows that 3/2ag may be easily explained by the u
models constructed from the gN cell. Although the agN
5(5/2)1/2ag , au can be simplified to 3/2ag if the small dis-
tortion of the oxygen sublattice is neglected. It is possible
that the lattice symmetry becomes nominally Fm 3¯ m dur-
ing the g- to u-alumina transformation process by the scheme
B, because of the large scale rearrangement on the Al sublat-
tice and the involvement of 8b sites, but this restriction does
not seem to be necessary in the domain where the transfor-
mation is achieved by scheme A, wherein the 8b sites are not
involved.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
g-alumina, a significant material in catalysis, transforms
to u-alumina at about 1200–1300 K. Although g- and
u-alumina have quite different primitive unit cells, both of
the structures can be described using Al16O24 unit cells that
look very similar. This provides a clear framework for the
investigation of the g- to u-alumina transformation. We
found that once some of the aluminum atoms in g-alumina
move to specific neighboring interstitial sites, a close ap-
proximation of the u-alumina structure is formed. Two dif-
ferent possible transformation schemes were proposed:
scheme A, where eight aluminum atoms move from 16d/8a
sites to two 16c and six 48f sites; scheme B, where fourteen
aluminum atoms move from 16d/8a sites to six 16c , six 48f
and two 8b sites. In both cases the oxygen sublattice remains
essentially unchanged. The structures of the u models are
translationally equivalent and are equivalent to the experi-
mental structure of the u-polytype within the accuracy of the
optimization. The orientation relationships between g- and
u-alumina suggested by these models agree with experimen-
tal observations.
Based on a comparison of the energy differences obtained
from the first-principles calculations, the aluminum migra-
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